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1. Project objectives  
  
Earthquakes are brittle failure that manifest the heterogeneous stress state of faults. Fault segments with 
relatively high shear stresses serve as asperities that facilitate rupture nucleation and propagation, whereas 
those with relatively low shear stresses provide barriers that tend to stop rupture. Understanding fault stress 
heterogeneity at various spatial scales is a key to unlocking the spatial distribution and sizes of earthquakes. 
Modulated by fault friction, geometry, and fault zone material properties, fault stress state also evolves with 
cycles of earthquakes and long-term interseismic slip. Though geological, seismic and geodetic 
observations can produce snapshots of fault stresses that partially constrain the coupled spatial-temporal 
evolution of stress heterogeneities, fully dynamic earthquake cycle simulations that account for interseismic 
slip and dynamic earthquakes on faults with stress heterogeneity can provide a continuous description of 
fault stress evolution and complement observations with more insights into the physical origins of stress 
heterogeneities. 
 
Earthquake size is governed by the variation of initial stress at different scales; therefore, stresses must vary 
at all length scales (Andrews and Ma, 2016). Geodetic studies have demonstrated that coseismic slip 
distribution appears heterogeneous, with high slip zones separated by low to zero slip zones (Peltzer et al., 
2001; Mai and Beroza, 2002; Avouac et al., 2014). Investigations based on the analysis of earthquakes 
catalog (Wesnousky, 2008) strongly suggest that coseismic slip distribution is essentially controlled by fault 
strength variations (King and Wesnousky, 2007). Earlier studies (Andrews, 1980; Boatwright, 1982) 
suggested that the observations of earthquake scaling could be explained by heterogeneous shear stress on 
a fault plane with self-similar spatial properties. More recently, dynamic rupture models with heterogeneous 
power-law stress distribution have partially explained the observed scaling of stress drop, moment, and 
radiated motion (Ripperger et al., 2007; Andrews and Barall, 2011; Dalguer and Mai, 2011). Models 
simulating the whole earthquake cycle (Tal et al., 2018; Tal and Hager, 2018a; Ozawa et al., 2019) also 
utilize the spatial roughness of faults to induce stress heterogeneities. 
  
Besides fault stress heterogeneities, material heterogeneities around faults also play important roles in the 
nucleation, propagation and arrest of earthquake rupture. In particular, mature faults are usually surrounded 
by a narrow zone of damaged rocks characterized by low seismic wave velocities (Fig. 1a) (e.g., Chester et 
al., 1993; Ben-Zion and Sammis, 2003). The so-called fault damage zones promote heterogeneous stress 
distribution along faults during rupture propagation due to the dynamic wave reflections and refractions 
(Huang et al., 2014). The fault zone waves can induce pulse-like rupture with short rise time and supershear 
rupture (Huang and Ampuero, 2011; Huang et al., 2016), leading to a broader spectrum of rupture behaviors 
and hence heterogeneous stress fields at various spatial scales. Fault stress heterogeneities generated by 
rupture in fault damage zones can affect the rupture nucleation and propagation of future earthquakes. 
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We investigate and quantify how stress heterogeneities evolve on faults surrounded by fault damage zones 
through cycles of interseismic slip and earthquakes. We compare seismic cycles with fault damage zones 
in the presence and absence of initial heterogeneous normal stress and investigate how they evolve through 
time. 
 
2. Methodology 
 
We use a spectral element method with full inertial effects to simulate seismic and aseismic slip along a 
two-dimensional strike slip fault embedded in an elastic medium (Fig. 1). This two-dimensional rectangular 
domain is an elastic halfspace with top boundary as free surface and the rest of the boundaries are absorbing 
boundaries that allow the waves to pass through. The fault motion is out of the plane (i.e., mode III rupture) 
and only the depth variation of friction and stresses are considered. The domain extends to 48 km depth and 
30 km width in the off-fault direction (Fig. 1b). Since it is symmetrical, we only run calculations on one 
side of the fault. The fault is 24 km deep, and the bottom of the fault is loaded at a constant rate of 35 
mm/yr. The seismogenic zone, capable of nucleating earthquakes, extends from 2 to 14 km depth and the 
rest of the fault creeps aseismically. This is typical for strike-slip fault settings such as the San Andreas 
Fault.  

 
Fig. 1 (a) A schematic of a strike-slip fault with fault damage zones. (b) Two-dimensional model setup shown as the 
cross-section along dip of Fig. 1a. The fault is 24 km deep.  (c) The initial friction and stress conditions on the fault 
in the heterogeneous stress simulation.  
 
In an elastic framework, damaged fault zones are macroscopically approximated as a layered medium with 
lower elastic shear modulus, and thus, shear wave velocity, compared to the host rock. Thakur et al. (2020) 
have previously shown that a sufficiently compliant damage zones can cause stress heterogeneities that 
influence the location and timing of subsequent earthquakes and produce smaller earthquakes within the 
cycle. In this study, we investigate the effects of initial stress heterogeneities on earthquake cycles with the 
damage zone. The damage zone in our simulations is 500 m wide on one side of the fault, with a shear wave 
velocity reduction of 30%. 
 
We use laboratory-derived rate- and state-dependent friction laws to simulate slip on the fault (Dieterich, 
1979; Ruina, 1983). The regularized form of this law, intended to deal with singularities at near zero slip 
rates, relates the strength (𝑇) to the slip rate (�̇�) as follows: 
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where 𝜎 is the effective normal stress, 𝑓! is a reference friction coefficient corresponding to a reference 
sliprate  𝛿!̇, and 𝑎 and 𝑏 are empirical constants. 𝜃 is a state variable interpreted as the average lifetime of 
the contact asperity, and 𝐿 is the characteristic distance over which the shear resistance evolves. The 
evolution of state variables is governed by the aging law (Dieterich, 1979): 

𝑑𝜃
𝑑𝑡

= 1 −	
�̇�𝜃
𝐿

 

 
The frictional parameters 𝐿, (𝑎 − 𝑏), and the ratio 𝑎/𝑏 governs the frictional stability of the fault (Barbot, 
2019). The depth-dependent profile for the frictional parameter (a-b) is inferred from laboratory 
experiments (Blanpied et al., 1991), wherein a negative value implies potential instability, and a positive 
value implies stable sliding. In our reference simulation with uniform initial stresses, the effective normal 
stress is assumed constant below a depth of 2 km to account for pore fluid pressure at depth. The initial 
shear stress is set up to be overstressed in the seismogenic zone and follows a general profile similar to 
what is described by Lapusta et al., 2000.  
 
To generate self-similar fractal-like heterogeneities in the normal stress profile along depth, we follow the 
method of Smith and Heaton (2011) wherein we apply a one-dimensional wavenumber spatial filter to a 
statistically isotropic, random gaussian stress values in one dimension. The spatial filter is given by: 
 

𝐹?(𝑘0) = (1 + |𝑘0|)12 
 
wherein 𝑘0 is the wavenumber which specifies the distance along the line, 𝛼 is the fractal dimension or the 
spatial roughness. We multiply the Fourier transform of the spatially random uncorrelated stress 
component, which is computed by adding gaussian noise to the initial normal stress profile along depth, by 
the above wavenumber filter and take the inverse Fourier transform to get a fractal-like normal stress profile 
along the depth of the fault. The value of 𝛼 is 0.7 in the current study. The initial conditions for the frictional 
parameter (𝑎 − 𝑏)  as well as normal and shear stresses in the heterogeneous stress simulation are shown 
in Fig. 1c. 
 
3. Results 
 
We first show the results from a reference simulation with a fault damage zone and uniform stresses. The 
critical slip distance 𝐿 is 2 mm in our simulations, which results in a smaller earthquake nucleation size of 
~200 m. This smaller nucleation size in addition to the reduced shear modulus and dynamic wave reflections 
in the fault damage zone leads to multiple large and small earthquakes in the earthquake sequence. Fig. 2a 
shows the cumulative slip contours along the fault depth for this reference simulation, suggesting large and 
small earthquakes nucleate at different depths. We also see the imprint of dynamic wave reflections within 
the fault zone in the slip contours that contributes to the shear stress heterogeneities. The peak slip rate on 
the fault (Fig. 2b) demonstrates a complex catalogue of earthquakes and slow-slip events in our reference 
simulation. The seismic threshold is assumed to be 1 mm/s, and anything below this threshold is considered 
as a failed nucleation, i.e., slow-slip events that do not grow into fast earthquakes. Most of the earthquakes 
in our reference simulation predominantly occur at 12-15 km depths, close to the boundary of the 
seismogenic zone (Fig. 2c). We still have some earthquakes nucleating at shallower depths due to the 
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redistribution of shear stress peaks through time. Fig. 2d shows the magnitude-frequency distribution of the 
simulated earthquakes. The moment magnitude is calculated assuming a square rupture area with the same 
length along depth and strike. The magnitude-frequency distribution roughly follows a linear trend but is 
different from a typical G-R distribution because the simulated catalog has few earthquakes on a single 
fault.  
 

 
Fig. 2. Earthquake cycles in a reference simulation (𝐿 = 2 mm, Fault damage zone width = 500 m). (a) Cumulative 
slip contours with orange lines plotted every 0.1 sec and blue lines plotted every 2 years. (b) Peak slip rate on the fault 
shown as a function of time. (c) Depth distribution of earthquakes shown as a histogram with fixed bins. (d) The 
magnitude-frequency distribution of simulated earthquake sequences. 
 
The theoretical nucleation size of earthquake rupture is inversely proportional to the normal stress 
(Ampuero and Rubin, 2008). Thus, any normal stress perturbations cause spatial variations in the nucleation 
size of earthquakes. A smaller nucleation size can promote more complex sequence of earthquakes (Lapusta 
and Rice, 2003). Fig. 3 shows our simulation results with heterogeneous normal stress perturbations on a 
fractal fault, while the other parameters are the same as those in the reference simulation. The heterogeneous 
simulation generates an earthquake catalogue with much more complex seismicity in terms of earthquake 
size and depth distributions. Most of the smaller earthquakes are clustered around the large earthquakes. 
The stress heterogeneity promotes a rough slip distribution for both the coseismic and the interseismic 
phases (Fig. 3a). The depth distribution of earthquakes is also more variable than the reference simulation 
(Fig. 3c). These earthquakes predominantly nucleate at the frictional boundaries, i.e., at around 2 km and 
14 km. The largest earthquakes (Mw ~ 6.5) still occur semi-periodically. The magnitude-frequency 
distribution is mostly log-linear, with a lack of intermediate magnitude earthquakes (Mw 4-6) but many 
smaller earthquakes. This is in contrast with the reference simulation which shows a large number of Mw 
4-6 events but no smaller earthquakes. We infer that the addition of heterogeneous normal stress promotes 
the intermediate magnitude earthquakes to rupture to the free surface, but the smaller events, despite having 
similar nucleation processes, still terminate early.  
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Fig. 3. Earthquake cycles in the heterogenous stress simulation. (a) Cumulative slip contours with orange lines plotted 
every 0.1 sec and blue lines plotted every 2 years. (b) Peak slip rate on the fault shown as a function of time. (c) Depth 
distribution of earthquakes shown as a histogram with fixed bins. (d) The magnitude-frequency distribution of 
simulated earthquake sequences. 
 
To understand how the stress heterogeneity evolves through time and affects the earthquake scaling, we 
further analyze the shear stress evolution for these simulations. The depth distribution of shear stress is 
consistent between the two simulations initially, with the stress peaks coinciding at similar depths. As the 
cumulative slip increases, the stress peaks no longer coincide between the two simulations and 
progressively deviate. Moreover, the reference simulation manifests more stress heterogeneities along 
depth with increasing cumulative slip, but only within the seismogenic zone. In contrast, the heterogeneous 
stress simulation shows persistent (but not progressively increasing) stress heterogeneities throughout the 
fault zone depth (0-24 km), with variable stress peak locations within the seismogenic zone. For the largest 
earthquakes (Mw>6.0), we also observe an increase of average stress drop with moment magnitude in both 
simulations. This is because these large events always span the entire seismogenic zone in our 2D model, 
leading to constant rupture areas and unconstrained fault slip in the along-strike direction. Therefore, only 
the peak coseismic slip in the along-dip direction affects the stress drop estimates. The heterogeneous 
normal stress simulation also shows a large number of smaller events (Mw ~ 2-4) with highly variable stress 
drops, and the stress drops of these small events tend to decrease with increasing moment magnitudes.  
 
Our results demonstrate that fault damage zones can produce stress heterogeneities even with uniform initial 
stress conditions, and these heterogeneities have a competing effect with the prescribed self-similar stress 
heterogeneities as fault slip accumulates. The prescription of initial stress heterogeneities also facilitates 
the intermediate magnitude sub-surface earthquakes to grow into large surface-reaching events. Our fully 
dynamic earthquake cycle simulations with fault damage zones show that such stress heterogeneities persist 
throughout the earthquake cycles and may even increase with the cumulative fault slip. We are currently 
preparing a manuscript based on these results to discuss the effects of precursory velocity changes and 
heterogeneous stresses on earthquake sequences.  
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